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Abstract
We propose a rewriting system for parsing full multiplicative and exponential proof structures.
The recognizing grammar de5ned by such a rewriting system (con6uent and strongly normaliz-
ing) gives a correctness criterion that we show equivalent to the Danos–Regnier one. c© 2001
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
Before the arrival on the scene of linear logic there were essentially two possible
formulations for proofs: sequent calculus and natural deduction. Both of them enjoy
the property that each application of a rule is either locally correct, as in the case of
sequent calculus, or globally correct, as in the case of natural deduction. This means
that: (i) each legal instance of a rule of the calculus transforms a (correct) proof into
another (correct) proof; (ii) checking legality of a rule involves verifying some (local)
constraints on the premises of the rule or some (global) constraints on the whole proof
above the rule. It was generally believed that any reasonable logical calculus should
have had such a kind of inductive structure based on the application of correct rules.
In his seminal paper [4] (see [5] also), Girard changes this point of view by intro-
ducing proof nets. Proof nets are not inductively de5ned. Their de5nition is divided
instead in two distinct sequential phases:
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(i) Starting from axiom links and by free application of a set of logical rules (logical
links), one constructs a graph (more precisely a hypergraph) called proof structure,
whose correctness is not guaranteed.
(ii) One uses a suitable correctness criterion to test whether the previously built proof
structure is correct (i.e., whether it is a proof net).
Girard gave a 5rst correctness criterion based on the notion of travels along proof
structures. Danos and Regnier simpli5ed the criterion giving a more topological account
of it [3]. In particular, in his thesis [2], Danos gave a topological criterion based on
contracting proof nets to a point. In this paper, we shall analyze the latter technique,
also taking into account the improvement proposed by Lafont in [12].
The paper proposes a rewriting system to parse multiplicative and exponential proof
nets. More precisely, we focus on a variant of classical proof nets where weakening
boxes are eliminated by directly connecting weakening formulas to axioms; the obtained
structures are always connected.
The necessity of connected proof nets is fully motivated by the studies on dynamics
of proof nets. As shown in [11], connected proof nets are necessary in order to have
adequate local and asynchronous implementations of cut elimination in the framework
of sharing graphs. The proposed parsing technique has been shown to be the core of a
completely asynchronous implementation of a mark and sweep algorithm for garbage
collection.
We also want to highlight that the proposed approach gives a new interesting – and
we think elegant – sequentialization proof.
Even if the main motivation of the paper is to parse connected proof structures, we
shall show that our approach can be fully applied to usual proof structures too (i.e., to
proof structures with explicit weakening boxes).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 de5nes the main terminology.
In particular, it gives our modi5ed notion of proof net and the corresponding system
MELLaxw, that is a weakening free formulation of MELL. Section 3 de5nes the parsing
rewriting system for MELLaxw structures and proves the equivalence between parsing
and Danos–Regnier correctness. Section 4 does the same for classical MELL structures
(i.e., with weakening boxes).
2. Proof nets
The original algorithm of Girard for checking correctness of proof structures based
on the notions of switch and trip. Girard associated a set of legal switches to each
link according to its kind (assuming that each formula might be traversed in two
opposite directions – up and down – a switch of the link l is a bijective mapping
between the directions entering into l and the directions leaving l). Then, he de5ned
a switch of a proof structure G as the assignment of a legal switch to each link of
G. Finally, after de5ning a trip of G as any cyclic path corresponding to some switch
S, he distinguished two cases: (1) there is essentially only one trip associated to S,
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a so-called long-trip that traverses each formula twice and in opposite directions; (2)
according to the connections of S, we can 5nd two or more short-trips (i.e., moving
from the up-direction of a formula A the cyclic path coming back to A in the same
direction is not a long-trip). The long-trip criterion of Girard states then that a proof
structure is correct if and only if it has no short-trips.
A more topological reformulation of Girard’s long-trip criterion was given later by
Danos and Regnier [3]. In particular, they saw that any switch of a proof structure
G was indeed a subgraph obtained by removing the connections between some links
and some of their formulas, and that the absence of short trips was equivalent to the
absence of cycles or disconnected subgraphs in these switches. The Danos–Regnier
criterion states that a proof structure G is correct when any switch of G is connected
and acyclic.
However, neither of the previous criteria are practical in terms of computational com-
plexity, because they are exponential in the size (number of formulas) of the structure
to be veri5ed: both of them require to repeat a polynomial test for an exponential
number of times. Nevertheless, the problem of proof structure correctness is polyno-
mial. In fact, starting from a completely diJerent approach, Danos and Regnier gave
a quadratic algorithm solving it: they de5ned a set of rewriting rules for shrinking the
graphs associated to proof structures, and proved that a proof structure is correct if and
only if its corresponding graph shrinks to a node (e.g., see [2]). Later, Lafont used
Danos’s technique to give another graph grammar accepting correct proof structures
only [12]. Lafont’s main improvement was that each parsing reduction of his grammar
is indeed a sequentialization of the net (i.e., a derivation in multiplicative linear logic).
Danos and Lafont’s solutions work for constant and weakening free nets only. The
main reason is that neither of them want to introduce an explicit notion of weakening
and ⊥ box assignment, as done instead by Girard in its original formulation. In par-
ticular, Lafont observed that, due to the presence of disconnected components caused
by ⊥ and weakening links (in the following, we will frequently use weakening link to
refer to both these kinds of links), ‘there is no hope to :nd a good parsing algorithm
for the full multiplicative fragment’.
2.1. Connecting weakenings to axioms
The main reason for Danos and Lafont rejection of weakening boxes is that the
notion of box is alien to proof net philosophy. A box corresponds to some global
information. Therefore, Danos and Lafont would like to introduce as few boxes as
possible. Moreover, while exponential boxes, or some information equivalent to them,
are necessary for the implementation of proof net cut-elimination, weakening boxes are
useful for the sequentialization of proof nets only.
On the other hand, some notion of weakening box turns out to be useful when
implementing net reduction in a local and asynchronous way, as for instance for an
internal treatment of garbage collection in shared reductions [11]. The reason should
be clear: in shared reduction a box is duplicated visiting the links reachable from its
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principal port; therefore, a key point of this approach is to work on connected structures.
On the contrary, dangling weakening links introduce disconnected components.
As already proposed in [11], we connect weakenings to some link, and in particular
to axioms. In fact, given a MELL sequent proof, it is sound to permute its weakenings
towards its axioms, so we directly connect weakening formulas to proof net axioms.
As a result, our proof nets are always connected. Indeed, we remark that our approach
might be seen as a specialization of the probe technique of Banach [1]; but, unlike
Banach, we do not need any extra-logical link.
2.1.1. The calculus MELLaxw
The classical sequent calculus for the multiplicative (⊗;o;⊥; l) and exponential (?,!)
fragment of linear logic (MELL) has two kinds of weakening rules:
 
 ; ?AW ?
 
 ;⊥W⊥
The W? rule permutes with any other rule according to the following scheme (also in
the case in which ∗ is an of-course introduction rule):
  ( ) ∗
  W?
 ; ?A
permutes to
  W?
 ; ?A ( ) ∗ ; ?A
Remark 1. According to the previous scheme, W? permutes towards the left branch
of the upper rule when ∗ is binary. By the way, there is a corresponding permutation
in which W? commutes towards the right branch. Therefore, attaching weakenings to
axioms is not deterministic.
The previous permutation does not hold if we replace W⊥ for W?. The rule
?;B !
?; !B W⊥
?; !B;⊥
permutes to
?;B W⊥
?;B;⊥ !
?; !B;⊥
would introduce an ! rule violating the side condition of promotion – there is a ⊥
formula among the premises of that ! rule. On the other hand, even if this promotion
is syntactically wrong, it is semantically sound. In fact, the rule
 ;B
 ; !B!⊥
where each formula in  is a why-not formula or a ⊥, is derivable in MELL. There-
fore, replacing the ! rule of MELL with the !⊥ rule above, both W? and W⊥ can be
eventually pushed to the axioms and merged with them.
Summing up, we take a variant of MELL, say MELLaxw, whose only diJerences w.r.t.
MELL are:
(i) In MELLaxw, the introduction rule for ! is !⊥.
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(ii) The rules W? and W⊥ of MELL are dropped.
(iii) The axioms of MELLaxw are ( is a sequence of ⊥ or why-not formulas):
p;p⊥;   );
These diJerences between the sequent presentation of MELL and MELLaxw correspond
to analogous diJerences between the corresponding proof nets. Namely, MELLaxw proof
nets diJer from the classical ones (i.e., as de5ned by Girard) for:
(i) ⊥ formulas may be auxiliary doors of exponential boxes (as a consequence, con-
traction will be extended to ⊥ formulas too).
(ii) There is no need for weakening boxes.
(iii) Axiom links have variable arity. 1
We remark again that the key point of MELLaxw is that its proof nets are connected.
2.2. Links
We shall now de5ne MELLaxw proof structures and proof nets. In order to be more
faithful to the intended interpretation of nets, we shall represent them as hypergraphs.
For additional information on proof nets, including detailed examples, we refer the
reader to any of [2, 4, 16].
A MELLaxw link is a hyperarc labeled by a kind, where a kind is any MELL con-
nective or constant in {ax; cut;⊗;o; !; ?; •;⊥; l} (we use • to denote contraction).
A MELLaxw structure G is a directed hypergraph whose hyperarcs are MELLaxw
links and whose vertices are occurrences of formulas. The tail of a link of G is the
ordered set of its premises; its head is the ordered set of its conclusions – however,
since in the absence of dynamics (i.e., cut elimination), the constraint on the ordering
of premises=conclusions can be dropped, this is what we shall implicity do in the
rest of the paper. The kind of a link constrains the number and the shape of its
premises=conclusions, see Fig. 1. Each formula of G is among the conclusions of
exactly one link and among the premises of at most one link; no formula of G may be
at the same time premise and conclusion of the same link (this restriction is relevant
for the • links only).
For any occurrence of a formula A of G, the link above A is the link whose
conclusion is A; the link below A is the link a premise of which is A. The formulas
 which are not premises of any link of G are the conclusions of G, written G  ;
the formulas of G that do not belong to  are the internal formulas of G.
Remark 2. Our hypergraph presentation of proof nets is mainly motivated by the orig-
inal formulation of proof nets given by Girard. It is immediate to observe that links
in Girard’s formulation are nothing else that labeled hyperarcs, whose sources=targets
are the premises=conclusions of links. Hypergraphs are very simple structures, just as
graphs; but, diJerently from graphs, they handle proof nets very naturally (for example,
the concept of subnet is straightforward in the hypergraph formulation).
1 Namely, axioms does not have a 5xed number of conclusions.
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Fig. 1. MELLaxw links.
Fig. 2. Box.
A substructure H of a structure G is determined by the set of its links. The usual
set operations will be used to compose and compare structures. In addition, we shall
denote by Gx the set of the links of kind x contained in G.
2.3. Boxes
A box B is a structure whose conclusions are why-not or bottom formulas but one,
its principal door, which is the conclusion of an ! link. The why-not or ⊥ conclusions
of B are its auxiliary doors. The ! link l whose conclusion is the principal door of B
is its principal door link, that is, PDL(B)= l (Fig. 2).
Given a box B, we de5ne B˙=B\PDL(B).
2.4. Proof structures
A MELLaxw proof structure G with conclusions  (written G  ) is a pair formed
of: (i) a MELLaxw structure G  ; (ii) a boxing map assigning to each l∈G! a
box Bl with PDL(Bl) = l. Boxes have to satisfy the so-called box nesting condi-
tion: two distinct boxes may nest but not partially overlap. More formally, the set
BOXES(G)= {Bl | l∈G!} of the boxes of G satis5es the box nesting condition when: for
any pair B1;B2 ∈ BOXES(G), if neither B1⊆B2 nor B2⊆B1, then B1 ∩B2 = ∅. Anyhow,
distinct boxes may share one or more auxiliary doors.
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Fig. 3. Net link.
Fig. 4. Switched links.
Note 1. In the following, we shall use the script letters G;H; : : : to denote proof struc-
tures; the roman letters G;H; : : : will then denote the structures of G;H; : : : Anyhow,
the roman letter B, possibly indexed, will be reserved to boxes (and the script letter
B will be reserved for the corresponding proof structures, or proof boxes).
The inclusion relation between structures naturally extends to proof structures.
Namely, H⊆G if H⊆G and BOXES(H)⊆ BOXES(G) (i.e., the boxing map of H is the
restriction to H! of the boxing map of G). The box nesting condition ensures that a
proof substructure B (the proof box of B) is naturally associated to any B∈ BOXES(G)
(i.e., BOXES(B)= {B′ ∈ BOXES(G) |B′⊆B}).
2.5. Danos–Regnier correctness criterion
Let us add three new kinds of links:
(i) A link called net without premises and with an arbitrary non-empty set of conclu-
sions (Fig. 3). (In the following, we will use net to denote the proof structure
formed of a net link with conclusions .)
(ii) A variant of the o link, called switched o, in which one of the premises is
disconnected, i.e., a o link in which one of the formulas has been erased from
the head of the link.
(iii) A variant of the • link, called switched •, in which all its premises but one has
been disconnected, i.e., a • link in which all the formulas but one have been
erased from the head of the link (Fig. 4).
A switching pair for a MELLaxw proof structure G is a pair (S0;S1) in which
S0⊆ BOXES(G) and S1 is a set of occurrences of formulas obtained by choosing a
premise for each o and any • link of G. Let (S0;S1) be a switching pair for G, the
corresponding switch of G is the structure S obtained from G by (i) replacing net for
each proof box B   corresponding to B∈S0, and (ii) replacing each l∈Go ∪G• by
the corresponding switched link obtained disconnecting the premises of l that are not
in S1. Note that the conclusions  of S are the conclusions of G plus the premises of
the o and • links that are not in S1.
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Let S be a switch. We denote by Su the undirected graph with a root node for
each formula in  obtained from S by: (i) replacing each link of S by a node; (ii)
replacing each formula A of S by an edge connecting the link above A to the corre-
sponding root of Su; when A∈; or by an edge connecting the nodes corresponding
to the links above and below A; otherwise. A switch S is acyclic if Su is acyclic; it is
connected if Su is connected.
Denition 3 (DR-correct structures). A MELLaxw proof structure G is DR-correct if
each switch of G is acyclic and connected.
DR-correctness is a topological characterization of MELLaxw proof nets. Namely, a
MELLaxw proof structure may be sequentialized (i.e., it is the image of at least a
MELLaxw derivation) if and only it is DR-correct.
Denition 4 (MELLaxw proof net). A MELLaxw proof net is a MELLaxw proof structure
that is DR-correct.
In the next section, we shall prove that the inductive de5nition of proof net sequen-
tialization induces a parsing (graph) grammar  for MELLaxw proof structures accepting
MELLaxw proof nets only. This will also give an easy proof of sequentialization.
3. Parsing
A parsing MELLaxw proof structure is a MELLaxw proof structure whose hypergraph
may also contain net links (but no switched links), that is, they are the intermediate
structures obtained by applying the -grammar de5ned below (the grammar has been
named  because a proof structure is correct when it shrinks to a net link). The
de5nitions of switch and DR-correctness naturally extend to parsing proof structures.
Denition 5 (-grammar). The -grammar is the graph grammar given by the rewrit-
ing rules in Fig. 5, with the proviso that a parsing MELLaxw proof structure is a -redex
(and thus it can be contracted) only if it contains an instance r of the l.h.s of one of
the rules in Fig. 5 and the following two side-conditions hold:
(i) No border of a box splits r in two non-empty parts, that is, for any box B, if
r ∩B = ∅; then r⊆B.
(ii) If r is a ⊗ or cut redex (i.e., a redex for the rule scanning a ⊗ or cut link), then
the two net links in r are distinct.
In the -grammar, net links play the role of non-terminal symbols, that is, any parsing
structure obtained along the reduction of a proof structure P is the result of replacing
some proof subnet of P with the corresponding net link. More precisely, we shall
prove that the syntactical class corresponding to a net link with conclusions  (i.e.,
the set of proof structures that reduce to net) coincides with the set of the MELLaxw
proof nets G.
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Fig. 5. The rules of the -grammar.
Denition 6 (-correctness). A (parsing) MELLaxw proof structure G is -correct
if G→∗ net.
3.1. Adequacy and sequentialization of -correct structures
Each -redex (in the following, we will frequently drop the  pre5x in front of
-redex and -reduction) contains one MELLaxw link only and is contracted to a net
link. Therefore, any contraction corresponds to the scanning of a MELLaxw link and
any reduction can be denoted by the sequence = l0l1 : : : lk of links li that it scans. The
sequence of links scanned by the contraction of a -correct MELLaxw proof structure
with conclusions  is indeed a MELLaxw proof  (we shall write  for  is
a MELLaxw proof ending with ).
It is quite simple to observe that a proof structure is sequentializable iJ it can be
constructed inductively, i.e., by applying clauses of Fig. 5. We can therefore enunciate
the following statements.
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Fact 7 (Sequentialization of -correct structures). Let G be a -correct MELLaxw
proof structure. There is a MELLaxw proof [] e>ectively constructed via  :G
→∗ net.
By the way, [] is a derivation whose rules, one for each link of G; respect the
order in which the corresponding links are scanned by .
Fact 8 (Adequacy). Let . The MELLaxw proof structure G obtained by
replacing each inference rule of  with a corresponding link (let us call G the image
of ) is -correct. Moreover; [] = for some  :G→∗ net.
Remark 9. Let us add the following rule to the system (i.e., a sort of generalized
axiom):
MELLaxw 
 net
where MELLaxw  means that  is derivable in MELLaxw. Reversing the arrows of
; we obtain the grammar generating the proof structures for this extended system. A
proof structure of the extended system is correct if and only if it generates (at least)
a MELLaxw proof net.
3.2. Equivalence of the correctness criteria
The relevant point of the paper is the proof of the equivalence between -correctness
and DR-correctness – which is indeed a very simple proof of sequentialization of
DR-correct proof structures. The corresponding Danos’s proof [2] was particularly in-
volved 2 while Lafont’s one [12] was given for a system without any explicit denota-
tion for axioms. Moreover, Lafonts’s approach forces a particular shape on the proofs
parsed from a net, i.e., the premises of each ⊗ are always conclusions of an axiom.
Although, this is not a severe restriction, since by means of a simple transformation we
can always get an equivalent proof where each premise of a ⊗ link is below an axiom
(it suPces to insert an axiom/cut pair, i.e., a so-called identity cut, where necessary),
Lafont’s grammar does not give a sequentialization of the original proof net.
3.2.1. -correctness implies DR-correctness
This is the easy direction of the equivalence.
Lemma 10. DR-correctness is invariant under -reduction=expansion.
Proof. By inspection of the rewriting rules of ; it is trivial to see that, whenever
P→P′; the parsing proof structure P′ is DR-correct iJ also P is DR-correct.
2 One of the reasons is that Danos takes into account a superset of our structures; namely, proof structures
with MIX.
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Therefore, since net is trivially DR-correct, we conclude that:
Theorem 11. Any -correct MELLaxw proof structure P is DR-correct.
For proving the previous theorem, we need one direction of the invariance of DR-
correctness only. Namely, that whenever P→P′; the parsing proof structure P′ is
DR-correct only if P is DR-correct. The reverse direction will be useful to show that
parsing a correct structure we cannot deadlock (i.e., if a reduction  of P ends in
a normal form which is not net; then there is no reduction of P reducing it to net).
3.2.2. DR-correctness implies -correctness
Let us start with a sketch of the proof. We stress that, as in the original sequential-
ization proof of Girard, the hard point of the proof is the research of a tensor whose
premises are conclusions of two disjoint proof subnets.
In the following, we will use →i to denote the contraction of an iary redex, where
i is the number of net links in the redex (i.e., →0 scans an axiom link; →1 scans an
! or a ? or a o or a • link; →2 scans a ⊗ or a cut link). Then, let us reduce P
according to the following strategy:
P→∗0 P0→∗1 P1→2P2 · · ·P2(k−1)→∗1 P2k−1→2P2k→∗1 P2k+1
where
(i) P→∗0 P0 is the -reduction replacing each ax link of P with a corresponding
net link;
(ii) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k, the reduction P2i→∗1 P2i+1 is a (possibly empty) maximal se-
quence of unary redex contractions;
(iii) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k; P2i+1→2P2(i+1) is a binary redex contraction.
By inspection of the rules, we see that both →0 and →1 are con6uent and strongly
normalizing. Therefore, the only points of nondeterminism are the odd steps of the
strategy (i.e., the choice of a binary redex of P2i+1). Moreover, when P2k+1 does not
contain binary redexes, it is in normal form.
We want to show that, when P is DR-correct, we eventually reach a normal form
formed of a unique net link.
Because of the previous considerations, it suPces to prove that any DR-correct pars-
ing proof structure P in normal form for → and without ax links contains at least a
binary redex, or it is formed of a net link only. The idea is the following:
(i) Exploiting the connectedness of any switch of P, we see that any net link of P
has a conclusion which is a premise of a ⊗ or a cut link (see Lemma 12).
(ii) We take any ⊗ or cut link l0 such that one of its premises A is conclusion of a
net link n0. If also the premise A′ of l0 is conclusion of a net link, then we have
a redex. Otherwise, let us start going up from A′ (i.e., traversing links from their
conclusions to one of their premises). We eventually end up with the premise of a
net link n1. We take a ⊗=cut link l1 such that one of its premises is the conclusion
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of n1 and we iterate the process. Since any switch of P is acyclic, we shall see
that this process eventually ends 5nding a binary redex.
Lemma 12. Let P   be a parsing MELLaxw proof structure without axioms and in
normal form for →1. If P is DR-correct and is not net; then any net link in P has
at least a conclusion which is the premise of a ⊗ or a cut link.
Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that each conclusion of some net link n be a
conclusion of P or a premise of a o or • link. Since P is in normal form for →1, no
pair of conclusions of n can be among the premises of the same o or • link. Therefore,
for any switching pair (∅;S1) s.t. no conclusion of n belongs to S1, the corresponding
switch S contains n as an isolated link. But this contradicts the hypothesis that P is
DR-correct.
Let us proceed with the case without boxes 5rst.
Lemma 13. Let P   be a parsing MELLaxw proof structure without ! links. If P
is DR-correct and is not net; then it contains at least a -redex.
Proof. Let us start assuming that P does not contain any axiom or any unary redex.
Let T be the set of ⊗ and cut links l in P s.t. at least one of the premises of l
is the conclusion of a net link (note that, by Lemma 12, T is not empty). We want
to prove that there is at least a link of T s.t. both the links above its premises are of
kind net.
By contradiction, let us assume that this is not the case. The same property holds for
any switch of P; let S be one of them. For any l∈T, there exists a non-empty ascending
path l in Su connecting one of the premises of l to a conclusion of a net link.
(A sequence (A0)l1(A1) : : : (Ai−1)li(Ai) : : : of formulas Ai and links li is an ascending
path when Ai−1 is the conclusion of li and Ai is one of its premises. By de5nition,
a premise of each l∈T, say A, is connected to a net link by the empty ascending
path A; moreover, by the hypothesis that we want to contradict, the other premise of
l, say A′, is connected to a net link by an ascending path traversing at least a link.)
Starting from any l0 ∈T, we can build a sequence =n0l00n1l11n2 · · · nklkknk+1
in which, for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k, we have that: (i) li ∈T; (ii) ni is the net link connected to
the premise Ai of li; (iii) i is a non-empty ascending path connecting the premise A′i
of li to a conclusion of ni+1; (iv) i is an ascending path of maximal length starting
from A′i .
For i = 0; 1; : : : ; k, let mi be the last link of the path i in . By construction, mi ∈T
would imply that both the premises of mi are conclusions of net links (remind that
the length of i is maximal); but, since we are assuming that this is not the case, we
conclude that mi =∈T. Therefore,  is a path of Su (i.e., it does not contain something
like (Ai ⊗ A′i )mi(Ai)ni(Ai)mi(A′i ), which would not lead to a path in Su). Moreover,
by the 5niteness of T, there exists k such that we eventually get lk = li, for some i¡k.
That is, we eventually contradict the hypothesis that no switch of P contains a cycle.
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Summing up, for any DR-correct parsing proof structure P without ! links, if P
is not net, we have the following possibilities: (i) It contains an axiom, and then
P→0P′: (ii) It contains a unary redex, and then P→1P′. (iii) It contains at least a
⊗ or a cut link l whose premises A and A′ are conclusions of two net links n and
n′; but, since the absence of cycles in any switch of P implies n = n′, we conclude
that l is a binary redex and P→2P′.
Though the proof of Lemma 13 uses a reductio ad absurdum argument, the proof
gives a terminating algorithm for 5nding the next redex to reduce, if any. In fact, when
the searching procedure in the proof loops, it contradicts DR-correctness. That is, the
algorithm always terminates, whether 5nding a redex or 5nding that some switch is
not connected and acyclic.
Remark 14. Lemma 13 has a (probably simpler) non-constructive proof. In fact, let
k(P)= a − b be the diJerence between the number a of net=axiom links in P and
the number b of ⊗=cut links. By a simple graph theoretic argument, it is possible
to see that, for every DR-correct parsing structure P; k(P)= 1. Now, let us take
the previous proof of Lemma 13 up to the point where T is de5ned. Since P is
DR-correct, |T|6b= a − k(P)¡a. Therefore, by Lemma 12 and the pigeonhole prin-
ciple, we conclude that there is at least an l∈T s.t. both the links above its premises
are of kind net.
Lemma 15. Let P   be a DR-correct parsing MELLaxw proof structure without !
links. The -grammar strongly normalizes P to the unique normal form net.
Proof. Let us de5ne the size of a parsing proof structure P as the number of its
formulas plus the number of its axioms. For any P→R, we see that: (i) The size
of R is smaller than the size of P; (ii) R is DR-correct; (iii) R  . Therefore, there
is no in5nite reduction of P and, by Lemma 13, net is the unique normal form of
G  .
Corollary 16. A parsing MELLaxw proof structure P without ! links is DR-correct
only if it is -correct.
3.2.3. Sequentialization of proof nets
The extension of the previous result to the case with boxes gives, in conjunction
with Theorem 11, the equivalence between DR-correctness and -correctness.
Theorem 17 (Equivalence). A (parsing) MELLaxw proof structure P is DR-correct i>
it is -correct.
Proof. The if direction has been already proved in Theorem 11. The only if direc-
tion requires a simple induction on the number of boxes. The base case has been
already proved (Corollary 16). Therefore, let B be the proof structure corresponding
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to B∈ BOXES(P). We take the proof substructure B˙ corresponding to B˙=B\PDL(B).
By repeated application of the induction hypothesis, we see that P→∗R′→R→∗ net
where R′ and R are the parsing proof structures obtained from P putting a net link
in the place of B˙ and B, respectively.
As a consequence, we have sequentialization of proof nets. (We remind that []
has been de5ned in Fact 7.)
Theorem 18 (Sequentialization). Let G   be a MELLaxw proof net.
(i) There is at least a reduction of G such that  : G→∗ net.
(ii) A reduction  of G is maximal i>  : G→∗ net.
(iii) G is the image of a proof  i> =[]; for some  : G→∗ net.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 17.
(ii) The proof of Lemma 15 extends to the case with boxes by an easy induction
on the number of ! links (as in Theorem 17).
(iii) By Theorem 17, we can replace DR-correctness for -correctness in Fact 8 (if
case) and Fact 7 (only if case).
4. Proof nets with weakening boxes
Once again, we remark that considering connected nets is motivated by the problem
of local and asynchronous reduction of proof nets. Therefore, the motivation of the
previous study is connected to the implementation of proof net rewriting by means
of sharing graphs (see [9]). On the other hand, the correctness criteria given in the
previous sections extend to the case of ‘classical’ MELL proof nets (i.e., with the
‘classical’ linear logic de5nition of weakening), provided that a box is associated to
each weakening link, as in the original formulation of MELL proof structures given by
Girard (see [4]).
For the sake of completeness, in this section we will show how to reformulate
DR-correctness and sequentialization for MELL proof nets with weakening boxes, pro-
ceeding by diJerence with respect to the case of MELLaxw proof structures.
4.1. Links
All the links depicted in Fig. 1 are MELL links, provided that axioms do not contain
weakening formulas and that contraction is restricted to the case of ?-formulas. Namely,
the cut link and the multiplicative and exponential links of MELL are the same of
MELLaxw; axioms and contraction have instead the following additional constraints:
– any p-axiom has exactly two conclusions: the atoms p and p⊥;
– any l-axiom has exactly one conclusion: the constant l;
– all the premises of any contraction link (and consequently its conclusion) are
?-formulas.
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Fig. 6. Weakening link.
Fig. 7. Weakening box.
According to the previous constraints, there is a separate link for weakening. The
weakening link (denoted by ? in pictures, see Fig. 6) has no premises and one
conclusion only, either a ⊥ or a ?-formula.
A MELL proof structure G is a directed hypergraph whose hyperarcs are MELL links
and whose vertices are occurrences of formulas.
4.2. Weakening boxes
Exponential boxes are de5ned as in Section 2.3, but with the additional constraint
that all the auxiliary doors are ?-formulas (i.e., a ⊥ formula is no longer allowed as
auxiliary door of a box).
A weakening box is a MELL substructure B with a unique conclusion, the principal
door of the box, that is conclusion of a weakening link; the other conclusions of B are
the auxiliary doors of the box, see Fig. 7. We stress that there is no restriction on the
type of the auxiliary doors of a weakening box B (i.e., also a multiplicative formula
can be an auxiliary conclusion of B).
Let B be a weakening box. The weakening link PDL(B) whose conclusion is the
principal door of B is the principal door link of B.
4.3. Proof structures and proof nets
MELL proof structures are de5ned as for MELLaxw, but taking into account weakening
boxes too.
A MELL proof structure G with conclusions  (written G) is a pair formed
of: (i) a MELL structure G ; (ii) a boxing map assigning to each l∈G! ∪G?
a box Bl with PDL(Bl)= l. Boxes have to satisfy the so-called box nesting condi-
tion: two distinct boxes may nest but not partially overlap. More formally, the set
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Fig. 8. Weakening box parsing rule.
BOXES(G)= {Bl | l∈G! ∪G?} of the boxes of G satis5es the box nesting condition
when: for any pair B1;B2 ∈ BOXES(G), if neither B1⊆B2 nor B2⊆B1, then B1 ∩B2 = ∅.
The de5nition of switch is the same as in Section 2.5. Also, the de5nition of DR-
correctness is essentially the same. The diJerence is due to the fact that weakening
links cause the loss of connectedness; but, taking into account that each weakening
corresponds to a new independent component of G, the generalization is straightfor-
ward: any switch S of G must have an additional connected component for each of its
weakening links.
Denition 19 (Proof net). Let us denote by nw[G] the number of weakening links of
the proof structure G. We say that G is DR-correct, or that G is a proof net, when each
switch of G is acyclic and has a number of connected components equal to nw[G]+1.
By the way, in the absence of weakening links, the de5nition of MELL proof net
coincides with the one already given for MELLaxw.
4.4. Parsing
Denition 20 (MELL -grammar). The -grammar for MELL proof structures is the
graph grammar given in De5nition 5 (restricted to the case of MELL links) plus the
rule in Fig. 8.
As for MELLaxw, we de5ne the concept of MELL -correctness in terms of accep-
tance by the parsing grammar .
Denition 21 (-correctness). A MELL proof structure G   is -correct if
G→∗ net.
All the results stated for MELLaxw remain valid for MELL proof structures. In par-
ticular, the proof of the fact that any MELL proof net can be sequentialized is a
straightforward extension of the proof given for the MELLaxw case.
Theorem 22. A (parsing) MELL proof structure P is DR-correct i> it is -correct.
Moreover; let G   be a MELL proof net.
(i) There is at least a reduction of G such that  : G→∗ net.
(ii) A reduction  of G is maximal i>  : G→∗ net.
(iii) G is the image of a proof  i> =[]; for some  : G→∗ net.
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Proof. Let us denote by #[S] the number of connected components of a switch S. As
in the MELLaxw case, the fact ‘-correctness implies DR-correctness’ is a consequence
of the invariance of DR-correctness under -reduction. Namely, let us take P→P′;
the only relevant case is when the rule contracts the box Bl of the weakening link l.
For every switch S of P, we distinguish two possibilities:
(i) A box B⊇Bl has been replaced by a net link. S is a switch of P′ also. Moreover,
every switch of P′ can be obtained in this way.
(ii) S contains the weakening l. In this case, the contraction of P transforms S into a
switch S′ of P′ in which l has been replaced by a connection from the net link inside
Bl to the conclusion of l. Then, nw[S′] = nw[S]− l. Moreover, S′ is a switch of P also
and, if S′ is acyclic, then #[S′] = #[S]− 1; that is, S is acyclic and nw[S]= #[S] + 1
only if S′ is acyclic and nw[S′] = #[S′] + 1.
Summing up, P has a bad switch (containing a cycle or with a wrong number of
connected components) iJ P′ has a bad switch – (i) proves the if direction; adding
(ii), we get the only if direction also.
Now, let us prove ‘DR-correctness implies -correctness’. We proceed as in the
proof of Theorem 17, but in this case by induction on the number of weakening boxes
only. The base case is a particular case of Theorem 17. Therefore, let B be the proof
structure corresponding to a weakening box of P. We take the proof substructure B
corresponding to B˙=B\PDL(B). The key point for the application of the induction
hypothesis is that B, and then B˙, is DR-correct. In fact, let S be any switch of P in
which no box B′⊇B is replaced by a net link, and S′ be the switch diJering from S
only for the fact that the box B has been replaced by a net link n (i.e., S can be obtained
from S′ by replacing n with a suitable switch SB of B). Since P is DR-correct, we have
that #[S]= nw[S]+1 and that #[S′] = nw[S′]+1= nw[S]−nw[SB]+1=#[S]−nw[SB];
from which, we get nw[SB]= #[S]−#[S′]. But, since S and S′ are acyclic, SB is acyclic
and nw[SB]= #[S]−#[S′] = #[SB]−1. Thus, B is DR-correct. In the same way, we see
that the parsing proof structures R′ and R obtained from P by putting a net link in
the place of B˙ and B are DR-correct. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis (applied
twice), P→∗R′→R→∗ net.
The proof of the remaining part of the theorem is trivial and similar to the proof of
the corresponding part in Theorem 18.
4.5. MELL proof structures without weakening boxes
By means of proof nets, we want to get rid of the sequential structure of sequent cal-
culus. Therefore, the use of boxes contradicts this aim, for it reintroduces some strong
point of sequentialization. In fact, while sequent calculus derivations must be equated
modulo permutation of rules, we can exploit the parallel nature of proof structures in
order to ensure that pairs of proofs equivalent by permutation are translated into the
same proof net. But, since any permutation between a link and the border of a box
is forbidden (no link can be trivially pushed inside or popped out from a box), boxes
constrain the permutation equivalences implemented by proof nets to those that do not
involve any rule that closes a box.
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While there is no way to completely get rid of exponential boxes, as they are neces-
sary for the dynamics of nets (actually, in sharing implementations, we can implement
boxes in some local way adding a nesting index to each link, see [6, 9]; but, this does
not mean that the information contained in the boxing assignment associated to a net
is simply discharged), forgetting weakening boxes is natural and harmless from the
computational point of view, at least until we pursue net reduction treating boxes as
atomic objects. Nevertheless, there is no chance that the techniques developed in the
previous sections might be extended to the case in which weakenings are separate links
(i.e., without any connection to any box or to any other link).
In fact, let us restrict to the case in which ⊥ and l are the only atomic formulas.
In the pure multiplicative fragment of this system, the syntax tree T of a formula A
is a proof structure (without weakening boxes) with conclusion A. Therefore, deciding
whether A is provable or not corresponds to verifying correctness of the proof structure
T. This fragment of linear logic is NP-complete [14]. Hence, there is no chance to get
any polynomial parsing technique for proof nets without weakening boxes.
The previous considerations on the constant only multiplicative case give an informal
argument against any trivial generalization of DR-correctness to the case of proof nets
without weakening boxes. In particular, Regnier [16] has shown that the formulas ⊥⊗A
or A⊗⊥ (and l oA or Ao l, for duality) are the problematic cases. In fact, if a ⊥ is
never a premise of a ⊗ link and a l is never a premise of a o link, the sequentialization
theorem still holds for DR-correct proof structures without weakening boxes.
5. Conclusions
Weakening boxes are not fully satisfactory for treating weakening. However, ne-
glecting them (as for instance in the system proposed by Lafont [12]) increases the
cost of the validation of nets. In fact, in the constant-only multiplicative fragment (no
atomic symbols but the constants), provability is equivalent to correctness; moreover –
since such a fragment is NP-complete as the multiplicative one [13] – using dangling
weakenings, there is no hope to get a polynomial algorithm for parsing in the presence
of constants. Anyhow, we think that the cost of the validation of a proof net should
not be comparable with the cost of the search of a proof ending with its conclusions.
Because of this, we propose our modi5ed nets with the weakenings attached to the
axioms (that is however unsatisfactory for other reasons; e.g., the assignment of weak-
enings to axioms is not canonical); as a result, the  grammar that we de5ne gives a
quadratic algorithm for parsing proof nets. Moreover, while preparing the 5nal version
of this paper, it has been shown that the  grammar can be implemented by a sort of
uni5cation algorithm, and that the corresponding correctness test is linear [8].
Another reason that supports our choice is connected with the implementation of
cut elimination. In fact, the use of exponential boxes can be avoided by indexing
each formula by a level (see [15] which may be interpreted as the box nesting depth
of the formula [7, 11]. A parsing grammar can be given also for such leveled proof
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nets without boxes. Such a grammar, suitably extended to implement a mark and
sweep algorithm for garbage collection, is the key point for the local and distributed
implementation of cut elimination (see [11]).
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